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BOOK 1 OF THE 9-BOOK SERIES FROM SETH, THE SPIRITUAL TEACHER THAT
LAUNCHED THE NEW AGE MOVEMENT AND COINED THE PHRASE, "YOU CREATE YOUR
OWN REALITY" (channeled by JANE ROBERTS)“Seth was one of my first metaphysical
teachers. He remains a constant source of knowledge and inspiration in my life.”– Marianne
Williamson, #1 New York Times bestselling author of A RETURN TO LOVE“The Seth books
present an alternate map of reality with a new diagram of the psyche….useful to all explorers of
consciousness.”- Deepak Chopra, MD, author of SUPER BRAIN“I would like to see the Seth
books as required reading for anyone on their spiritual pathway. The amazing in-depth
information in the Seth books is as relevant today as it was in the early 70s when Jane Roberts
first channeled this material.”-Louise Hay, internationally bestselling author of YOU CAN HEAL
YOUR LIFEPresented in 9 books, THE EARLY SESSIONS is a collection of the material
channeled by Seth through Jane Roberts, during the first six years of his relationship with Jane
and her husband, Rob Butts. The material consists of over 500 sessions, and contains new
content and insights from Seth on a vast array of topics.THE EARLY SESSIONS also illuminates
the evolution of the Seth material, the very first questions asked by Jane and Rob, and the
detailed exposition by Seth of his philosophy and vision.

Ancient grimoires say that spirits can grant magicians remarkable things--supernatural abilities,
the location of hidden treasure, the admiration of others, and all forms of knowledge--making it
clear why the practice of evocation has maintained its hold on the minds of magicians all over
the world.The truth, however, is that few practicing magicians actually do evocations. That may
be because although many of the books talk about evocation, they don't describe how to
actually perform evocations. For this reason, Summoning Spirits by Konstantinos is more useful
than any other book, including the ancient grimoires, when it comes to evocation of spirits. It is
the only book you'll ever need to learn this esoteric art, and it is the only book that covers every
aspect of magical training necessary to obtain results. Even if you've never worked with magic
before, you can safely perform evocations after practicing the techniques in Summoning
Spirits.Evocation is a positive, beneficial, and safe practice that puts you in touch with a limitless
source of knowledge about the physical and spiritual universe. Read Summoning Spirits and
discover how evocation can change your life.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Nature of EntitiesThe word "entity" has been
mentioned several times in the introduction, and rightly so, because the whole point of
performing an evocation is to come into contact with one of these beings. But what are entities,
really, and where do they come from when called?Without an understanding of the nature of
entities, it is incredibly difficult to perform an evocation and virtually impossible to control the



outcome of one. It is for this reason that this chapter is devoted to explaining the inhabitants of
the unseen world. Like many Planetary intelligences are very powerful and can help the
magician in a number of related tasks simultaneously.In other occult truths, however, the nature
of entities has been explained both correctly and incorrectly over the years. To understand why
this is so, it is important to first understand who originated these theories.Throughout the ages
there have always been two kinds of occultists: armchair theorists and practicing magicians. The
former have, in the past century, attempted to explain occult phenomena using the science of
the time, neglecting the fact that occult science is a science of the future. As a result of the
efforts of these armchair occultists, all sorts of psychological theories about magic have
surfaced. These concepts are hopelessly flawed, as their creators were basically guessing
about a topic they didn't understand. Practicing magicians, on the other hand, have
experimented with magical techniques and achieved repeatable results. These tested theories
are the ones the student of the occult will find most useful.The theory that entities only exist in
the magician's mind originated with the armchair occultists of history. According to them,
evocations do nothing but bring these entities "up" from one's subconscious, and "out" into
seemingly external appearance. Followers of this teaching feel all information gained by
evocations is the result of some type of telepathy, and that materializations witnessed by a
number of practitioners are the result of some type of telepathic projection on the part of the
magician performing the ritual. To someone who has never practiced magic, this concept could
seem feasible. But to a trained magician, the flaws of this theory are immediately obvious, for a
number of reasons.In philosophy, there are two concepts known as the Efficient Cause and the
Final Cause. The Efficient Cause of an object is that which caused it to originate, and the Final
Cause is the purpose of the object. Upon applying these principles to mystical study, a great
number of occult secrets can be learned. Practicing magicians realized this, and used these
ideas as a basis for their experiments in trying to identify what entities are.The Efficient Cause of
everything in the universe is God―the Infinite and Divine Providence. Of course, it can be
argued that we ourselves have created magnificent things and that certain natural processes
create things all around us. For example, plants and animals reproduce, tectonic plate
movement creates mountains, and artists paint masterpieces. But Divine guidance affects all of
these things. The inspiration for a painted masterpiece comes from God, as does the ability for
plants and animals to reproduce, and mountains to form.If it is accepted that Divine Providence
is responsible for all creation, then the next logical step is to try and figure out what certain
things were created for. The best way to facilitate this is to look at a Kabbalistic map of creation
called the Tree of Life (figure 1.1). Each of the Ten Sephiroth, or spheres, on the Tree serves a
specific purpose in maintaining cosmic order, and as a result, each are made up of different
types of energies related to their tasks. For example, the energies of the lowest Sephirah,
Malkuth, help maintain order in the physical plane, while Yesod governs things related to lunar
energies and the astral plane.Just as these Sephiroth were created to serve a specific purpose,
the entities of the universe were also created to fulfill some type of "office." Each of the



Sephiroth, for example, is "inhabited" by beings that are in agreement with the energies
represented there. The angels were created to oversee certain of these aspects, and for this
reason they will maintain these posts forever. While humans have the ability to advance
spiritually and achieve higher and higher levels of being, the entities and angels of the universe
are fixed to their appointed tasks as part of God's way of maintaining order in the cosmos. This is
the Final Cause of all entities.How could entities exist only in the mind of the magician if we
accept the above as true? The answer is simple: They can't. Neither the existence of the
universe nor the existence of its inhabitants depends upon the presence of one human.
Whoever actually wrote the Goetia is no longer living, yet the beings described in the book can
still be conjured. The spirits he or she worked with still exist, independent of him or her―even if
this author created them in the first place.By now it should be clear that the beings of the unseen
world are not accidental creations. They were created with specific attributes to help them
accomplish their assigned tasks, and exist completely independent of us. However, just as some
forms of physical creation are accomplished through human mediums, the creation of entities is
sometimes facilitated by trained magicians. Like a painter who takes Divine inspiration and
creates a marvel on a canvas, a magician can sometimes channel Divine energy into the
creation of a completely new entity. This magical construct, commonly known as an egregore, is
an energy being created by the magician to carry out a specific task. Egregores, like other
entities, are completely independent of the magician once created.Whether an entity is created
or conjured, the fact it is independent of us does not mean we are not responsible for its actions.
If one were to command a being of any type to perform an evil act, then he or she would be
responsible for the karma of that evil act. It goes without saying that this type of black magic
would eventually destroy the person who practices it.Sometimes, creating an egregore can be
dangerous, regardless of the use a magician puts it to. This is because egregores grow stronger
the longer they are allowed to exist. While an existing entity can be banished back to its realm of
origin once its task is completed, an egregore has no place to go back to. It is for this reason that
magicians usually give egregores a set amount of time to "live," and after this time runs out they
are ritually destroyed. This prevents them from becoming more and more powerful in the astral
plane, until they are virtually uncontrollable. The legend of the golem illustrates this possibility in
an accurate, yet allegorical way, and what follows is a short summary of the tale. I still
recommend, however, a very careful reading of the actual story before attempting this type of
magical creation. The story of the golem takes place in Prague, where Jewish people lived in
constant fear of the Blood Accusation. This was the belief that Jews needed the blood of
Christians to perform certain Passover rites. Every year around Passover, riots would break out,
and false accusations would be brought up against the Jews. Rabbi Judah Loew, a village elder,
felt someone might be planning the destruction of his people, so he prayed to Heaven for
help.Rabbi Loew was told in a dream to make a golem out of clay to protect his people.
Following this advice, the rabbi and his pupils constructed a man-shaped clay figure. The rabbi
was well versed in Kabbalistic magic and enchanted the creature to give it life. He named it



Joseph.Joseph did as he was instructed and protected the Jews from physical harm. He also
investigated some of the accusations brought against the Jews so, eventually, the truth behind
most of these allegations was exposed. Christian people were soon shown how the Jews had
been framed all along. After the monk Thaddeus was exposed as the mastermind of the plot to
destroy the Jews, Rabbi Loew's people were no longer persecuted.Since the golem had done
such a good job, Rabbi Loew and the others grew accustomed to having him around, and one
day they forgot to assign him a task. Joseph wandered around the village and saw a flower in a
windowsill, which he then plucked. Consequently, a woman in the house screamed at him, and
Joseph became uncontrollably angry. He ran around the streets, causing all sorts of damage to
the buildings and scaring the villagers.The rabbi heard what was going on and tried to stop the
golem. With a great amount of difficulty he managed to bring Joseph under control again. Along
with his pupils, Rabbi Loew brought the golem to his house, where he ritually destroyed him. The
clay body was then stored in a secret room, where no one could find it, to ensure Joseph would
never be brought back to life.Even though the golem was a clay creature and not a spirit, it is still
an accurate metaphor of a real egregore. Once named and created, the golem was a servant to
Rabbi Loew, yet when the rabbi neglected to give it instructions, the golem went off on its own
and caused mischief. The warning of the story is clear. These beings have no place to return to
once their purpose is accomplished, and they must not be allowed to linger. Cruel as it may
seem, they have to be destroyed.You will find a method for creating egregores later in this book.
The actual process of creation contains a segment that establishes the limit of the entity's
existence, and gives a method for easily terminating it when the time comes. There is nothing
evil about this practice, as egregores are simply energy constructs created for one task. Upon
their dissolution, the energy built up in egregores returns to the cosmos.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the PublisherAncient grimoires say that spirits can grant magicians
remarkable things—supernatural abilities, the location of hidden treasure, the admiration of
others, and all forms of knowledge—making it clear why the practice of evocation has
maintained its hold on the minds of magicians all over the world.The truth, however, is that few
practicing magicians actually do evocations. That may be because although many of the books
talk about evocation, they don't describe how to actually perform evocations. For this reason,
Summoning Spirits by Konstantinos is more useful than any other book, including the ancient
grimoires, when it comes to evocation of spirits. It is the only book you'll ever need to learn this
esoteric art, and it is the only book that covers every aspect of magical training necessary to
obtain results. Even if you've never worked with magic before, you can safely perform evocations
after practicing the techniques in Summoning Spirits.Evocation is a positive, beneficial, and safe
practice that puts you in touch with a limitless source of knowledge about the physical and
spiritual universe. Read Summoning Spirits and discover how evocation can change your life.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKonstantinos is a recognized expert on
occult, new age, and paranormal topics. He has a bachelor's degree in journalism and technical
writing from New York Polytechnic Institute. He is a published author of articles and short fiction



which have been featured in numerous publications including Popular Electronics, The Spook,
and FATE Magazine. Konstantinos is a popular lecturer at colleges and bookstores in the New
York City area and has appeared on CNBC's After Hours and The Ricki Lake Show.He is the
author of Vampires: The Occult Truth, Summoning Spirits: The Art of Magical Evocation, Speak
with the Dead: 7 Methods for Spirit Communication, Gothic Grimoire, Nocturnal
Witchcraft, Nocturnicon: Calling Dark Forces and Powers, and Werewolves: The Occult Truth.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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THEEARLY SESSIONSBook 1 of The Seth MaterialSessions 1-4211/26/63–4/8/64Visit our
websiteThe exclusive source for the complete collection ofSeth books and recordings by Jane
RobertsTHE EARLY SESSIONSThe Early Sessions consist of the first 510 sessions dictated by
Seth through Jane Roberts. There are 9 books in The Early Sessions series.THE PERSONAL
SESSIONSThe Personal Sessions, often referred to as “the deleted sessions,” are Seth
sessions that Jane Roberts and Rob Butts considered to be of a highly personal nature and
were therefore kept in separate notebooks from the main body of the Seth material. There are 7
books in The Early Sessions series.“The great value I see now in the many deleted or private
sessions is that they have the potential to help others, just as they helped Jane and me over the
years. I feel that it’s very important to have these sessions added to Jane’s fine creative body of
work for all to see.” –Rob ButtsTHE SETH AUDIO COLLECTIONRecordings of Seth speaking
through Jane Roberts are available on CD. (Further information is supplied at the back of this
book.)For complete information on Seth Books, Online Seth Classes, Seth Conferences, Seth
CD’s, Jane Roberts’ books and The Art of Robert Butts (Jane Robert’s husband and co-author
of the Seth Books) write to New Awareness Network and request the latest catalogue or visit our
website atNew Awareness Network Inc.P.O. BOX 192Manhasset, N.Y. 11030THEEARLY
SESSIONSBook 1 of The Seth MaterialSessions 1-4211/26/63–4/8/64© 1997 by Robert Butts©
2012 Laurel Davies ButtsPublished by New Awareness Network Inc.New Awareness Network
Inc.P.O. Box 192Manhasset, New York 11030Opinions and statements on health and medical
matters expressed in this book are those of the author and are not necessarily those of or
endorsed by the publisher. Those opinions and statements should not be taken as a substitute
for consultation with a duly licensed physician.Cover Design: Michael GoodePhotography:
Cover photos by Rich Conz and Robert F. Butts, Sr.Editorial: Rick StackTypography: Juan
Schoch, Joan Thomas, Michael GoodeAll rights reserved. This book may not be reproduced in
whole or in part, without written permission from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may
quote brief passages in a review; nor may any part of this book be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical,
phototcopying, recording, or other, without written permission from the publisher.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataSeth (Spirit)The early sessions: volume 1 of the seth
material / [channeled] by Jane Roberts ; notes by Robert F. Butts.p. cm.–(A Seth
book)0-9652855-0-21. Spirit writings. 2. Self–MiscellaneaI. Roberts, Jane 1929–1984. II. Butts,
Robert F. III. TitleIV. Series: Seth (Spirit), 1929–1984 Seth book.Library of Congress Catalog
Number: 96-69349E-book 978-09-8492-843-8Printed Book 0-9652855-0-2Printed in U.S.A. on
acid-free paperI dedicate The Early Sessionsto my wife, Jane Roberts, who lived her 55 years
with the greatest creativity and the most valiant courage.-RobPREFACE

EARLY SESSIONSBook 1 of The Seth MaterialSessions 1-4211/26/63–4/8/64Visit our
websiteThe exclusive source for the complete collection ofSeth books and recordings by Jane
RobertsTHE EARLY SESSIONSThe Early Sessions consist of the first 510 sessions dictated by



Seth through Jane Roberts. There are 9 books in The Early Sessions series.THE PERSONAL
SESSIONSThe Personal Sessions, often referred to as “the deleted sessions,” are Seth
sessions that Jane Roberts and Rob Butts considered to be of a highly personal nature and
were therefore kept in separate notebooks from the main body of the Seth material. There are 7
books in The Early Sessions series.“The great value I see now in the many deleted or private
sessions is that they have the potential to help others, just as they helped Jane and me over the
years. I feel that it’s very important to have these sessions added to Jane’s fine creative body of
work for all to see.” –Rob ButtsTHE SETH AUDIO COLLECTIONRecordings of Seth speaking
through Jane Roberts are available on CD. (Further information is supplied at the back of this
book.)For complete information on Seth Books, Online Seth Classes, Seth Conferences, Seth
CD’s, Jane Roberts’ books and The Art of Robert Butts (Jane Robert’s husband and co-author
of the Seth Books) write to New Awareness Network and request the latest catalogue or visit our
website atNew Awareness Network Inc.P.O. BOX 192Manhasset, N.Y. 11030THEEARLY
SESSIONSBook 1 of The Seth MaterialSessions 1-4211/26/63–4/8/64© 1997 by Robert Butts©
2012 Laurel Davies ButtsPublished by New Awareness Network Inc.New Awareness Network
Inc.P.O. Box 192Manhasset, New York 11030Opinions and statements on health and medical
matters expressed in this book are those of the author and are not necessarily those of or
endorsed by the publisher. Those opinions and statements should not be taken as a substitute
for consultation with a duly licensed physician.Cover Design: Michael GoodePhotography:
Cover photos by Rich Conz and Robert F. Butts, Sr.Editorial: Rick StackTypography: Juan
Schoch, Joan Thomas, Michael GoodeAll rights reserved. This book may not be reproduced in
whole or in part, without written permission from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may
quote brief passages in a review; nor may any part of this book be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical,
phototcopying, recording, or other, without written permission from the publisher.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataSeth (Spirit)The early sessions: volume 1 of the seth
material / [channeled] by Jane Roberts ; notes by Robert F. Butts.p. cm.–(A Seth
book)0-9652855-0-21. Spirit writings. 2. Self–MiscellaneaI. Roberts, Jane 1929–1984. II. Butts,
Robert F. III. TitleIV. Series: Seth (Spirit), 1929–1984 Seth book.Library of Congress Catalog
Number: 96-69349E-book 978-09-8492-843-8Printed Book 0-9652855-0-2Printed in U.S.A. on
acid-free paperI dedicate The Early Sessionsto my wife, Jane Roberts, who lived her 55 years
with the greatest creativity and the most valiant courage.-RobPREFACEI’m tremendously
pleased that Rick Stack, the proprietor of New Awareness Network Inc., is publishing the eight-
to-ten-volume set of The Early Sessions. These books consist of the first 510 “sessions” that my
wife, Jane Roberts, delivered for that well-known “energy personality essence”, Seth, after she
began speaking in a trance or dissociated state in December 1963. They cover a six-year period
between November 20,1963 and January 19,1970.Having this set published for the record is
something I’ve long wanted to see take place, and Rick’s dedicated interest and time make it
possible. (I told him more than once along the way that he’d better think twice—and more!—



before taking on the job of publishing eight-to-ten books.) Jane died on September 5,1984, at
the age of 55. When she was close to death she asked me to publish all of her work. In my grief
and shock I agreed, without understanding what a challenge that labor of love was to entail. I’m
still working at it 12 years later!With the loving help of others I made several attempts over the
years to publish various portions of Jane’s work, but with little success, for a variety of reasons.
Also, even though I’d been so intimately involved with the Seth material from the very beginning,
for example, I didn’t fully comprehend the volume of just the session material that we’d
accumulated over a total of 21 years. Let alone the bulk of Jane’s other work: her poetry, novels
both published and unpublished, her other published books, an unfinished autobiography, the
records of her ESP class sessions, her journals and paintings, her singing in musical trance
language, Sumari, her never-ending correspondence. My wife was—and is, I know, for I’m sure
that she still lives—the most creative person I’ve ever met, and through her extraordinary
abilities she’s left a body of work that I regard as a legacy of inquiry about our understanding of
ourselves and our reality. In my opinion its “true value” is only now coming to be better
acknowledged. Rick’s publication of The Early Sessions, then, is a very important advance in the
marvelous journey of discovery that, I think, each one of us is inevitably involved in, that each
one of us has chosen to create, in whatever way and for whatever purposes.These eight to ten
volumes are meant to show Jane’s and my growth—in the most literal way—but always that of
my wife, above all else. From the start we felt that if our “psychic” work had value it should be
presented as is, within all of its human connotations; not only its great successes, but with its
gropings and mistakes, its questions and learnings along the way. Not edited or prettied up, but
as is. Real. I still feel that way. These 510 sessions, then, are exact copies from the verbatim
transcripts I made in my homemade shorthand while Jane spoke for Seth; I added notes and
comments while typing the material after each session. Over half a dozen years we filed the
typed sessions in 44 three-ring binders. The sessions in one of the volumes published by Rick
are accompanied by my drawings of the objects used in the series of “envelope tests” we
conducted, both for ourselves and long-range with a well-known scientist, over some 11
months.I asked Rick to correct spelling, to delete the few notes I inserted in succeeding years,
and to keep the presentation of the sessions uniform in the use of roman and italic types,
punctuation, parentheses and brackets, dashes and hyphens, and so forth. This framework
matches that in the already-published Seth books like Seth Speaks and The Nature of Personal
Reality.The Early Sessions are also very important for the sheer preservation and distribution of
the Seth material. Many have asked about this, and I’m always conscious of it. The set is one
more way to bypass the fragility of a lifework that’s so vulnerable on its brittle dimestore paper in
those old binders. The Seth material is a long way from being on computer—if that ever happens
—and relatively few readers will make the journey to Yale University Library, to study the
collection of Jane’s and my papers that’s available there for anyone to see.I often think—like
every day—that from “where she is now” in her larger reality, Jane must watch our all-too-human
manipulations in this “physical” reality with great compassion and understanding, and probably



with some amusement, too, as in our frantic days of living we try to get everything done. To do
what we’re supposed to do as well as what we want to do, to finally get it all just right for our
individual purposes.And Seth himself? Well, according to him that old guy has lived and died
many times. He’s seen plenty and done a lot. He’s known many places on earth, and many loves
as man and as woman, but I’ll bet that even now his experiences are still new, and that he
reinforces Jane’s living feelings for each one of us. And thanks us for what he learns as much as
we thank him.I want to thank so many for their help and reinforcement that it’s unbelievable. How
do I thank all of those thousands and thousands who have written, let alone the millions who
have bought books and told others about them? All have helped create the living psychic reality
within which Jane’s and my work has been nurtured and grown. Our work is really dedicated to
one and all, then. I love to hear from readers—even if it does take me forever to answer
sometimes. No letter is ever unread or unappreciated. I’ve saved them all from the beginning.
Eventually they’re added to the collection of our papers at Yale University Library, while not being
open to the public for privacy’s sake.Now let me list some of those I know personally, and who
have helped Jane and her work so much: Tam Mossman, Richard Kendall and Suzanne Delisle,
Sue Watkins, Debbie Harris, Laurel Davies, Janet Mills, Lynda Dahl and Stan Ulkowski, Bob
Terrio, Norman Friedman, Jeff Marcus, Juan Schoch, Michael Goode. And oh, yes: Rick Stack
and his wife, Anne Marie O’Farrell, who’s my literary agent. I don’t know what, if anything, I’d
have accomplished in carrying out Jane’s wishes without the unstinting help Anne Marie has
offered in so many ways.So here’s to each one of us, willingly caught up as we are in the
brilliance of this “now” even when we may think we’re not, exploring our individual and joint
creation of reality in all of those uncountable variations that result in a seamless whole. Let’s
keep doing just that. My wife, Jane Roberts, and I salute you!Robert F. ButtsElmira, New
YorkJanuary 1996A note about the photographs of Jane on the cover of The Early
Sessions:They were taken 11 years apart. In the oval, she was 30 years old when she sat for my
father, Robert F. Butts, Sr., in 1959. Jane and I had been married for four years. In the larger one,
she was 41 years old when Rich Conz, a photographer for the Elmira Star-Gazette, took her
picture in 1970, when she was in trance. By then Jane had been speaking for Seth for a little
over six years.RobINTRODUCTIONIt might be interesting to note that with the rather generous
average of 3 hours per session, for 43 sessions, the material in this book was collected in about
129 hours. (This includes a few sessions other than the Seth material.) There are 168 hours in a
week.All answers obtained through the Ouija board, and later through Jane’s dictation, are in
caps. My questions are in regular type, my comments and descriptions are in parentheses.
Occasional corrections the board made in mid-passage are also in parentheses, and can be
skipped in the reading. The word “gratis” is used to denote places where, after a pause, the
board delivered up further information without being asked to.Unless otherwise indicated in the
early sessions, the pointer gave yes and no answers by moving to the appropriate word printed
on the board, rather than by spelling out the answer letter by letter. Also in the first few sessions
the pointer very often indicated the word yes between each word of the message being



received. For ease in reading this word has been eliminated when so used, without changing in
any way the content or intent of the material received. Everything else, misspellings included, is
presented just as received, and is taken from my handwritten transcripts of the actual
sessions.To obtain this verbatim record: In the first few sessions Jane and I sat facing each other
with the board on our laps, and with a desk close beside me on the right. Jane always kept both
hands on the pointer. I kept my left hand there and wrote down questions and answers with my
right, using the desk as support. At times my onehanded approach slowed up the pointer’s
transmission, but if I touched my right hand to it, it picked up speed. At times it moved very fast. If
it moved too fast I either held it back every few words until I had the message down, or wrote
with one hand while keeping the other in position.This rather cumbersome method was greatly
simplified as soon as Jane began to dictate the bulk of the sessions. For a time we needed the
board to open and close the sessions, but now we do not require it at all. I have complete
freedom to take notes. We have also begun to experiment using a tape recorder.Neither of us
has ever obtained any results using the board alone.We borrowed the Ouija board from our
landlord in the fall of 1963, when by chance he mentioned that he’d bought one but had never
obtained any results with it. Jane and I tried the board a few times (sometimes with friends) and
at first had no success. Then for a few sessions we received what seemed to be understandable
information in the form of various names, initials, dates, places, etc. Nothing we could very easily
verify, and some of it was contradictory. Nor could we ever contact the same “source”
again.From the very beginning we kept detailed notes of the sessions, even when we were
writing down strings of meaningless letters. Early in November/63 we had several sessions in
which we received only gibberish, and rather lost interest. On the night of November 26 we tried
once again however, and this time among the random letters were a few words and phrases;
enough to make us try again on the night of December 2/63. And from that session on the
material began to flow.At first when she began dictating Seth’s answers to my questions, Jane
would hear the words within, then repeat them aloud so I could write them down. Now she does
not hear the material beforehand, but simply speaks it out, literally and consciously unaware of
what she is going to say from one word to the next. She talks on faith or trust, she says, in a way
she couldn’t do ordinarily.Now even when Jane delivers an answer via Seth that may be five
typewritten pages long, she never repeats herself, loses track of what she is saying, uses the
words “uh,” “er,” etc., or changes in any way what she had said. Time alone would not permit any
tinkering with the material. I have taken down each word as she dictated it; nothing has been
added, eliminated or changed. It is as though Jane, in giving the material, is reading from an
invisible script, so sure and straightforward is her delivery. And her speed of dictation is evidently
limited only by the speed at which I can write.As for the question of distortions in the material,
and the obvious contradictions in the early sessions as far as dates, etc., are concerned: The
reasons for these are dealt with by Seth as the material unfolds. One by one these problems are
disappearing. We now seem able to clear up any such discrepancies by referring back to them,
if we choose to, and have done so a few times. But here again time is a factor. As Seth has often



said, the material will furnish its own evidence, more and more emphatically as time goes
on.Robert & Jane Butts 458 W. Water St.,Elmira, N.Y.March, 1964Please note that in a few
instances, page numbers are mentioned in the text for the purpose of cross-referencing material.
These page numbers apply only to the page numbers in the trade paperback version.SESSION
1DECEMBER 2, 1963 APPROX. 9 PM MONDAY(Literal transcript of the results obtained by us
on the night of November 26/63 — a few days before we began to receive the series of
messages from first Frank Watts, and then Seth.)(Note that the words EASTERN and ROADS
appear twice, and that they tally with an answer given us by Frank Watts during the second
session, December 4/63. See page 14. This might not be unusual, though the words in this
context are a bit out of the ordinary; and Jane and I wonder whether these, repeated twice
among what seems to be gibberish and other unrelated words, might not be the first groping
attempts of Frank Watts to make contact with us.(The separations are arbitrary on my part, in
that I made them only to pick out ordinary words. Note that the word ROAD, singular, also occurs
once.)A SET ESGDP REED RE GREAT WAR ETPQQAEFRNAEROA ERR REST EAR EAR
RCRGTGURE ROADS EASTERN TO HTA TORN OSP SOP A EASTERN ROADS GQURTIGG
ERA EST FIGHTS VEST GIP SEYSV IT AH RAN TST SET ROAD V ASS T BATTALION(We
were a little more hopeful of obtaining results on the board after getting the few jumbled words
on November 26/63. Jane and I sat facing each other with the board on our laps, hands on the
pointer but asking no questions. We wanted to see what developed, if anything. Slowly the
pointer began to move.)ASOREJEPTOREUSRPESRTSQTDESTGH 6
RRESFTGTNCFUTEUS([Jane asked] “Are you there, Edgar Cayce?”)Yes.(“Do you have a
message for us?”)ERESTOPSEDESERFTORSERETQFS([I asked] “Are you there? Can you
give us your initials?”)F. W.(“Please spell out your first name.”)Frank.(“Last name.”)Watts.(“Can
you give us the year of your death, Frank Watts?”)1942.(“Did you know either one of us here on
earth?”)No.(“Do you have a message for us?”)Yes.(“What is your message for us?”)Butts.(“How
many years have you been dead, Frank Watts?”)32.(“Were you married?”)Yes.(“Is your wife alive
or dead?”)Dead.(“In what year did she die?”)1954.(“Is your wife with you now?”)Dead.(“What
was her first name?”)Ursula.(“What was her last name?”)Torto.(“Is there more to that last
name?”)No.(“What was your wife’s nationality?”)Italian.(“And your nationality?”)English.(“How
many children did you and your wife have?”)3.(“Are they alive now?”)Yes.(“How many of your
children are alive now?”)2.(“Can you give us the name of one of your children we might
know?”)Pardon otade need pardon.(Note: Otade can yield the word date.(“Did you live in the
United States at the time of your death?”)Yes.(“Give us the name of the town or city in which you
died.”)FQTP(To date, this is one of but three answers Jane and I have received that seems to be
gibberish. See pages 4 and 8. We did not pursue these questions at the time. All of this was such
a novel experience for us that we did not know whether to probe deeper, or continue. We chose
to continue.(“Can you give us the name of your oldest child, Frank Watts?”)Doris.(“Is she alive
now?”)Yes.(“What is the name of your second oldest child?”)Saros.(“Is Saros alive or
dead?”)Dead.(“In what year did Saros die?”)1936.(“How old was Saros when he [or she]



died?”)3 3.(After hesitating, the pointer indicated the second 3.(“Are we correct in thinking you
indicated the age 33?”)No.(“Saros was just three, then, at the time of death?”)Yes.(“Now can you
give us the name of your third child, Frank Watts?”Ed[Ed]ward(“Edward?”)Yes.(“What was your
profession here on earth, Frank Watts?”)Teacher.(“What subject did you teach?”)English.(“How
many years did you teach?”)34.(“Where?”)School.(“What kind of school, grade or high?”)Grade.
(“In what city or town did you teach?”)Elmira.(“Can you give us the name of the street your
school is, or was, located upon?”)Strate.(“Strate St? Is that the correct word?”)NO QE(We did
not pursue this further at the time.(“What was your age at the time of your death?”)74.(“74? Is
that correct?”)Yes.(“And the age of your wife at the time of her death?”)75.(“That is correct?”)Yes.
(“In what year were you born, Frank Watts?”)1985.(“Can you answer that question again?”)1885.
(“What was the year of your wife’s birth?”)1888.(“Upon what street were you born, Frank
Watts?”)State.(“What was the house number?”)243.(After a pause: “Is there more to that
message?”)No.(“Is the house in which you were born still standing?”)Yes.(“What are the initials
of the man living in that house now?”)S.A.(We could have been too impatient here to ask the
next question, since we took A to be the initial for the last name.(“Spell out S.A.’s first
name.”)Sam.(“And the last name?”)Towson.(“Did you know Sam Towson, Frank Watts?”)Yes.
(“What was the relationship between you?”)Friend.(“How long did you two know each other?
How many years?”)43.(“Is that correct?”)Yes.(“Frank Watts, do you watch over Sam Towson
now?”)Yes.(“Why?”)Because we were friends.(This was the longest answer, four words, we had
yet received.(“What is, or was, Sam Towson’s profession or job?”)Retired.(“What was Sam
Towson’s occupation before he retired?”)Docorf.(Gratis)Medicine.(“Sam Towson was a doctor of
medicine, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Frank Watts, do you have any children living in Elmira now?”)No.
(“Where does your daughter Doris live?”)Schenecty.(“Do you mean Schenectady? Is that
correct?”)Yes.(“Is Doris married?”)Yes.(“Who is her husband?”)Doctor.(“What is Doris’s married
name?”)Towson.(“Is the Towson Doris is married to Sam Towson’s son?”)Yes.(“What is his first
name?”)Dick.(“What is the street number of the house Doris and Sam live in?”)2427.(“This is the
street number?”)Yes.(“What is the name of the street they live on, in Schenectady?”)Guippy
Street.(Gratis. While we were puzzling over Guippy Street.)Train.(“Train? That is correct?”)Yes.
(Gratis)Tim.(“Tim is the name of a child?”)Yes.(Gratis)Grandson.(“Frank Watts, do you have any
granddaughters?”)Yes.(“Can you give us their names?”)Sally.(“Are there more?”)Yes.(“Please
continue then.”)Patricia.(“Patricia?”)Yes.(“Do you have any more granddaughters?” [After a
pause])No.(“What is Patricia’s age?”)4.(“And Tim’s age?”)18.

ASOREJEPTOREUSRPESRTSQTDESTGH 6 RRESFTGTNCFUTEUS([Jane asked] “Are you
there, Edgar Cayce?”)Yes.(“Do you have a message for
us?”)ERESTOPSEDESERFTORSERETQFS([I asked] “Are you there? Can you give us your
initials?”)F. W.(“Please spell out your first name.”)Frank.(“Last name.”)Watts.(“Can you give us
the year of your death, Frank Watts?”)1942.(“Did you know either one of us here on earth?”)No.
(“Do you have a message for us?”)Yes.(“What is your message for us?”)Butts.(“How many years



have you been dead, Frank Watts?”)32.(“Were you married?”)Yes.(“Is your wife alive or
dead?”)Dead.(“In what year did she die?”)1954.(“Is your wife with you now?”)Dead.(“What was
her first name?”)Ursula.(“What was her last name?”)Torto.(“Is there more to that last name?”)No.
(“What was your wife’s nationality?”)Italian.(“And your nationality?”)English.(“How many children
did you and your wife have?”)3.(“Are they alive now?”)Yes.(“How many of your children are alive
now?”)2.(“Can you give us the name of one of your children we might know?”)Pardon otade
need pardon.(Note: Otade can yield the word date.(“Did you live in the United States at the time
of your death?”)Yes.(“Give us the name of the town or city in which you died.”)FQTP(To date, this
is one of but three answers Jane and I have received that seems to be gibberish. See pages 4
and 8. We did not pursue these questions at the time. All of this was such a novel experience for
us that we did not know whether to probe deeper, or continue. We chose to continue.(“Can you
give us the name of your oldest child, Frank Watts?”)Doris.(“Is she alive now?”)Yes.(“What is the
name of your second oldest child?”)Saros.(“Is Saros alive or dead?”)Dead.(“In what year did
Saros die?”)1936.(“How old was Saros when he [or she] died?”)3 3.(After hesitating, the pointer
indicated the second 3.(“Are we correct in thinking you indicated the age 33?”)No.(“Saros was
just three, then, at the time of death?”)Yes.(“Now can you give us the name of your third child,
Frank Watts?”Ed[Ed]ward(“Edward?”)Yes.(“What was your profession here on earth, Frank
Watts?”)Teacher.(“What subject did you teach?”)English.(“How many years did you teach?”)34.
(“Where?”)School.(“What kind of school, grade or high?”)Grade.(“In what city or town did you
teach?”)Elmira.(“Can you give us the name of the street your school is, or was, located
upon?”)Strate.(“Strate St? Is that the correct word?”)NO QE(We did not pursue this further at the
time.(“What was your age at the time of your death?”)74.(“74? Is that correct?”)Yes.(“And the
age of your wife at the time of her death?”)75.(“That is correct?”)Yes.(“In what year were you
born, Frank Watts?”)1985.(“Can you answer that question again?”)1885.(“What was the year of
your wife’s birth?”)1888.(“Upon what street were you born, Frank Watts?”)State.(“What was the
house number?”)243.(After a pause: “Is there more to that message?”)No.(“Is the house in
which you were born still standing?”)Yes.(“What are the initials of the man living in that house
now?”)S.A.(We could have been too impatient here to ask the next question, since we took A to
be the initial for the last name.(“Spell out S.A.’s first name.”)Sam.(“And the last name?”)Towson.
(“Did you know Sam Towson, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“What was the relationship between
you?”)Friend.(“How long did you two know each other? How many years?”)43.(“Is that
correct?”)Yes.(“Frank Watts, do you watch over Sam Towson now?”)Yes.(“Why?”)Because we
were friends.(This was the longest answer, four words, we had yet received.(“What is, or was,
Sam Towson’s profession or job?”)Retired.(“What was Sam Towson’s occupation before he
retired?”)Docorf.(Gratis)Medicine.(“Sam Towson was a doctor of medicine, Frank Watts?”)Yes.
(“Frank Watts, do you have any children living in Elmira now?”)No.(“Where does your daughter
Doris live?”)Schenecty.(“Do you mean Schenectady? Is that correct?”)Yes.(“Is Doris
married?”)Yes.(“Who is her husband?”)Doctor.(“What is Doris’s married name?”)Towson.(“Is the
Towson Doris is married to Sam Towson’s son?”)Yes.(“What is his first name?”)Dick.(“What is



the street number of the house Doris and Sam live in?”)2427.(“This is the street number?”)Yes.
(“What is the name of the street they live on, in Schenectady?”)Guippy Street.(Gratis. While we
were puzzling over Guippy Street.)Train.(“Train? That is correct?”)Yes.(Gratis)Tim.(“Tim is the
name of a child?”)Yes.(Gratis)Grandson.(“Frank Watts, do you have any granddaughters?”)Yes.
(“Can you give us their names?”)Sally.(“Are there more?”)Yes.(“Please continue then.”)Patricia.
(“Patricia?”)Yes.(“Do you have any more granddaughters?” [After a pause])No.(“What is
Patricia’s age?”)4.(“And Tim’s age?”)18.(“Why the big age difference?”)Because of 2 marriages.
(“Doris, your daughter, was married twice?”)Yes.(“What happened to her first
marriage?”)Divorce.(“Frank Watts, why are you telling us all this?”)Because u take an interest in
[Y - No].(“Please continue.”)Psyichenonon.(“Are you trying to spell out psychic
phenomena?”)Yes.(“Do you mean that you are willing to help us?”)Yes.(“How?”)Contact for u.(“Is
there more to that?”)No.(“That’s the end?”)Yes.(“Who or what would we contact?”)Sprts.(“Do
you mean spirits?”)Yes.(“What spirits?”)Dead.(“Who?”)Allm.(“Is that a mistake, Frank
Watts?”)No.(“Then the word is all?”)Yes.(“All right, please continue.”)No.(Here Jane and I had
the feeling the session might be over. The pointer hovered near the word Good-bye on the
board. We wanted to continue, of course.(Gratis)Evry.(“Do you mean we can or should try to
contact every spirit?”)No.(“Which ones, then?”)Any one.(“Any one. That is correct?”)Yes.
(“When?”)Wednesday nights 9 0’clock.(In the word o’clock, the numeral 0 was indicated by the
pointer, not the letter o.)(“Do you mean every Wednesday night, or just next Wednesday
night?”)Every Wed yes.(“Frank Watts, do you have a sense of time, as we know it, where you are
now?”)No.(“No sense of time for you, correct?”)Yes.(“Why?”)Time for u is different.(“In what way
is time different for us?”)Yes.(“How is time different for us?”)Perspective is off for u.(“Can you
please clarify that?”)Yes. Dimmeson.(“Do you mean the word dimension?”)Yes.(Gratis)Forth
diminson.(“Fourth dimension, Frank Watts? Correct?”)Yes.(“Continue then.”)Fifth dimension.
(“The fifth dimension, right?”)Yes.(“Can you explain the fifth dimension for us, Frank
Watts?”)Space.(“Space?”)Yes.(“All right, please continue.”)Fifth space.(“Is there more to that
answer?” After a pause.)No.(“You said, then, that the fifth dimension is space?”)Yes.(“Do you
see us here now, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Can you see us as you choose?”)G.(“Is there more to that
answer?” After a pause.)No.(“Frank Watts, do you, Jane and I have any mutual
acquaintances?”)Teacher.(“Can you wait while I get all this down on paper?”)Yes.(“Then we
three have a mutual acquaintance, correct?”)Yes.(This answer was spelled out on the board,
whereas the previous yes and no answers had been indicated by the pointer moving to the
words printed on the board.(“Can you give us the name of this mutual acquaintance?”)Callahan.
(Gratis)Yes.(“Do you mean the Florence Callahan living in the front apartment in this house? Did
you know her?”)Yes.(“In what way did you know Florence Callahan?”)Friend.(Gratis)Of a family.
(“Do you ever contact Miss Callahan?”)No.(“Do you watch over her to see if she is all right?”)Yes.
(“Does she have any idea you watch over her, Frank Watts?”)No.(“When was the last time you
saw her while you were alive?”)1943.(“Do you know whether Miss Callahan ever thinks of
you?”)No.(“Do you have any message for us?”)Learn and listen, yes.(Since the board does not



indicate punctuation, it is arbitrary on my part. However it presents no problem, and is used to
make reading easier.(“Can we learn more from you about contacting you where you are
now?”)Yes.(“Can you give us a one-word answer concerning what we can learn from
you?”)Communication.(“All right, do you have a message for us now?”)[Vikl no] Vital telepathy.
(“Vital telepathy? In what way is telepathy vital, Frank Watts?”)Has power for good.(“Then you
mean we can help others?”)Influences.(“Will we be able to tell others the truth?”)Yes.(Spelled
out on the board.(Gratis)When you learn truths.(“How do we learn these truths?”)Study, listen,
try to do all, read all, everything.(As mentioned before, most words of the above message were
followed by the pointer moving to the word yes on the board. This was also our longest answer
so far.(“Are you saying that we have access to the truth, here on earth?”)Yes.(Spelled out.(“In the
books we read, and will read?”)Question.(“How?”)Ask and it will be shown.(“Is there more to that
message?” After a pause.)No.(Gratis)Mediums try. U try.(“Do Jane and I have any mediumistic
ability?”)Yes.(“Both of us?”)Yes.(Spelled out.(Gratis)Fair ability, both. Board, try again and again.
(“Are you in touch with others, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Here in Elmira?”)No.(“Where, then?”)All
around.(“Do you mean here in the United States, or around the world?”)World.(“Jane is writing a
book on her theory of the world as idea construction. Do you know about this?”)Yes.(“What is
your opinion of it?”)Good.(Gratis)Will publish.(“The book will be published? Who will publish
it?”)Ha.(Here there was a pause, which we misinterpreted as being the end of the answer.
(Gratis)Harcot Brace.(“In what year will the book be published?”)1966.(“And this will take until
1966 to accomplish?”)3 Volums.(“Frank Watts, is Jane receiving your thoughts now, besides
your answers as you spell them out on the board?”)Yes.(Jane had remarked that several times
during the session, she appeared to know what the answer to my questions would be, before the
board spelled them out.(“Will the book on idea construction be successful?”)Yes.(“How many
people will read it?”)60,000.(“Any more than that?”)Who knows.(“What kind of a reception will
the book receive?”)From who.(“From the critics.”)What kind.(“Well, for instance from the
reviewers of works on psychic phenomena.”)Some amazed.(“Yes, continue.”)Some scornful.
(“Will Harcourt Brace be the first publisher Jane will show her book to?”)No.(“How many other
publishers will see it first?”)Some.(“Can you be more specific with that answer?”)No.(Gratis)Wed
9 Night.(The pointer indicated the above message after Jane and I had talked of being very tired.
We had also been wondering how successful we would be at resuming this contact when next
we tried.(The pointer then indicated the word Good-bye on the board. First session ended at
12:40 AM.)SESSION 2DECEMBER 4, 1963 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED(By now
Jane and I were very curious, since this was the first time we had ever had the chance to resume
with a contact made previously on the board. As before, we sat in our living room, with the
shades pulled and a couple of soft lights on, trying to duplicate the atmosphere of our first
session. Indeed though, we were half afraid to begin, for fear that nothing would happen. We
touched our fingers to the pointer.(“Are you there, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Do you have a message
for us?”)Question.(“Where did you spend most of your life, Frank Watts?”)Elmira.(“Where were
you born, in what house?”)State St.(“State Street in Elmira?”)No.(“Where then?”)City.(“What



city?”)Long time ago.(“Well, in what state, then?”)State of sorrow.(“Again, do you have a
message for us?”)Study and learn.(“What do you want us to study and learn?”)Truths.(“Is there
such a thing as reincarnation?”)A life.(“Continue.”)Several.(“Have you had other lives here on
earth, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“How many?”)3.(“Three, correct?”)Yes.(“When did you live on earth for
the first time?”)6 Century.(“What were you?”)(Soldu no) Soldier.(“Who were you a soldier
for?”)Rsoset.(“In what country?”)Turks.(“Did you die in battle?”)No.(“Did you know either Jane or
me in a previous life?”)Yes yes.(“Which one of us?”)Both.(“Did you know me, Rob, in a previous
incarnation?”)3 centuries ago.(“Where did you know me?”)Country far away, ocean.(“In what
country across the ocean?”)Denmark.(“Frank Watts, do you recall all of your previous lives,
where you are now?”)Yes.(“Do you know when you will return to earth the next time?”)No.(“Did
you know Jane previously?”)Yes.(“When?”)3 centuries ago.(Gratis)Denmark.(“Did Jane and I
know each other three centuries ago in Denmark?”)Yes.(“What was our relationship?”)Father
and son.(“Which one of us was the father?”)U.(“What was your relationship to us, Frank
Watts?”)Friend close.(“What was your occupation?”)Merchent.(“What kind of merchant?”)Exotic.
(“Continue.”(Sps No) Spices.(“What was my occupation?”)Landowner.(“What kind of land did I
own?”)Farms.(“Where was one of my farms located, for instance?”)Eastern Roads.(See page 1,
for the transcript of Nov. 26, 1963, taken before this series began. The words Eastern and Roads
were received twice. Prelude to this series?(“Where is Eastern Roads?”)Denmark.(“Near what
city or town?”(Goe No) Gone now.(“What was the name of this city?”)Triev.(“Do you know what
happened to Triev, Frank Watts?”)No.(“Did you live in Triev?”)Yes.(“For how long?”)56 Years.
(“Were you born there?”)Yes.(“Did you die there?”)No.(“Where did you die?”)Sweden.(“In what
reincarnation of yours was that?”)2.(“Your second reincarnation; correct?”)Yes.(“In what city in
Sweden did you die?”)Stockholm.(“And in what year?”)1655 Uncertn.(Gratis)Fire.(“Where were
you born the third time, Frank Watts?”)War.(We did not pursue this at the time.(“Why did you
move to Sweden from Denmark?”)Money.(“How was money involved?”)Ships.(“Did you own
ships?”)No.(“Then how were ships involved?”)Cargo spice.(“What was my present wife Jane in
Denmark, what sex and relationship?”)Son.(“What did my son grow up to be?”)Painter.(“Do you
mean an artist?”)Yes.(“Could you give me the name of my son, the artist?”)Van Dyck Younger.
(“Do we know this man’s works today?”)Yes truthes.(“How long did Van Dyck live?”)80 Years.
(“Did this man have any brothers or sisters?”)No.(“When do you want us to contact you again,
Frank Watts?”)9 Night Fri.(“Good-bye, then.”)Yes.SESSION 3DECEMBER 6, 1963 9 PM FRIDAY
AS INSTRUCTED(We conducted this session in the same way as the first two; that is, in quiet
surroundings, with the shades pulled and two soft lights on. Jane thought that in the previous
session she had quite often received the answer to my questions mentally, before the board had
a chance to spell them out. She wanted to verify this, if possible. And of course we still wondered
whether we would receive anything at all.(“Are you there, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Where are you
now?”)Space.(“Is it space as we know space here on earth?”)No.(“Does your space contain
time as we know it?”)No.



Because of 2 marriages.(“Doris, your daughter, was married twice?”)Yes.(“What happened to
her first marriage?”)Divorce.(“Frank Watts, why are you telling us all this?”)Because u take an
interest in [Y - No].(“Please continue.”)Psyichenonon.(“Are you trying to spell out psychic
phenomena?”)Yes.(“Do you mean that you are willing to help us?”)Yes.(“How?”)Contact for u.(“Is
there more to that?”)No.(“That’s the end?”)Yes.(“Who or what would we contact?”)Sprts.(“Do
you mean spirits?”)Yes.(“What spirits?”)Dead.(“Who?”)Allm.(“Is that a mistake, Frank
Watts?”)No.(“Then the word is all?”)Yes.(“All right, please continue.”)No.(Here Jane and I had
the feeling the session might be over. The pointer hovered near the word Good-bye on the
board. We wanted to continue, of course.(Gratis)Evry.(“Do you mean we can or should try to
contact every spirit?”)No.(“Which ones, then?”)Any one.(“Any one. That is correct?”)Yes.
(“When?”)Wednesday nights 9 0’clock.(In the word o’clock, the numeral 0 was indicated by the
pointer, not the letter o.)(“Do you mean every Wednesday night, or just next Wednesday
night?”)Every Wed yes.(“Frank Watts, do you have a sense of time, as we know it, where you are
now?”)No.(“No sense of time for you, correct?”)Yes.(“Why?”)Time for u is different.(“In what way
is time different for us?”)Yes.(“How is time different for us?”)Perspective is off for u.(“Can you
please clarify that?”)Yes. Dimmeson.(“Do you mean the word dimension?”)Yes.(Gratis)Forth
diminson.(“Fourth dimension, Frank Watts? Correct?”)Yes.(“Continue then.”)Fifth dimension.
(“The fifth dimension, right?”)Yes.(“Can you explain the fifth dimension for us, Frank
Watts?”)Space.(“Space?”)Yes.(“All right, please continue.”)Fifth space.(“Is there more to that
answer?” After a pause.)No.(“You said, then, that the fifth dimension is space?”)Yes.(“Do you
see us here now, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Can you see us as you choose?”)G.(“Is there more to that
answer?” After a pause.)No.(“Frank Watts, do you, Jane and I have any mutual
acquaintances?”)Teacher.(“Can you wait while I get all this down on paper?”)Yes.(“Then we
three have a mutual acquaintance, correct?”)Yes.(This answer was spelled out on the board,
whereas the previous yes and no answers had been indicated by the pointer moving to the
words printed on the board.(“Can you give us the name of this mutual acquaintance?”)Callahan.
(Gratis)Yes.(“Do you mean the Florence Callahan living in the front apartment in this house? Did
you know her?”)Yes.(“In what way did you know Florence Callahan?”)Friend.(Gratis)Of a family.
(“Do you ever contact Miss Callahan?”)No.(“Do you watch over her to see if she is all right?”)Yes.
(“Does she have any idea you watch over her, Frank Watts?”)No.(“When was the last time you
saw her while you were alive?”)1943.(“Do you know whether Miss Callahan ever thinks of
you?”)No.(“Do you have any message for us?”)Learn and listen, yes.(Since the board does not
indicate punctuation, it is arbitrary on my part. However it presents no problem, and is used to
make reading easier.(“Can we learn more from you about contacting you where you are
now?”)Yes.(“Can you give us a one-word answer concerning what we can learn from
you?”)Communication.(“All right, do you have a message for us now?”)[Vikl no] Vital telepathy.
(“Vital telepathy? In what way is telepathy vital, Frank Watts?”)Has power for good.(“Then you
mean we can help others?”)Influences.(“Will we be able to tell others the truth?”)Yes.(Spelled
out on the board.(Gratis)When you learn truths.(“How do we learn these truths?”)Study, listen,



try to do all, read all, everything.(As mentioned before, most words of the above message were
followed by the pointer moving to the word yes on the board. This was also our longest answer
so far.(“Are you saying that we have access to the truth, here on earth?”)Yes.(Spelled out.(“In the
books we read, and will read?”)Question.(“How?”)Ask and it will be shown.(“Is there more to that
message?” After a pause.)No.(Gratis)Mediums try. U try.(“Do Jane and I have any mediumistic
ability?”)Yes.(“Both of us?”)Yes.(Spelled out.(Gratis)Fair ability, both. Board, try again and again.
(“Are you in touch with others, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Here in Elmira?”)No.(“Where, then?”)All
around.(“Do you mean here in the United States, or around the world?”)World.(“Jane is writing a
book on her theory of the world as idea construction. Do you know about this?”)Yes.(“What is
your opinion of it?”)Good.(Gratis)Will publish.(“The book will be published? Who will publish
it?”)Ha.(Here there was a pause, which we misinterpreted as being the end of the answer.
(Gratis)Harcot Brace.(“In what year will the book be published?”)1966.(“And this will take until
1966 to accomplish?”)3 Volums.(“Frank Watts, is Jane receiving your thoughts now, besides
your answers as you spell them out on the board?”)Yes.(Jane had remarked that several times
during the session, she appeared to know what the answer to my questions would be, before the
board spelled them out.(“Will the book on idea construction be successful?”)Yes.(“How many
people will read it?”)60,000.(“Any more than that?”)Who knows.(“What kind of a reception will
the book receive?”)From who.(“From the critics.”)What kind.(“Well, for instance from the
reviewers of works on psychic phenomena.”)Some amazed.(“Yes, continue.”)Some scornful.
(“Will Harcourt Brace be the first publisher Jane will show her book to?”)No.(“How many other
publishers will see it first?”)Some.(“Can you be more specific with that answer?”)No.(Gratis)Wed
9 Night.(The pointer indicated the above message after Jane and I had talked of being very tired.
We had also been wondering how successful we would be at resuming this contact when next
we tried.(The pointer then indicated the word Good-bye on the board. First session ended at
12:40 AM.)SESSION 2DECEMBER 4, 1963 9 PM WEDNESDAY AS INSTRUCTED(By now
Jane and I were very curious, since this was the first time we had ever had the chance to resume
with a contact made previously on the board. As before, we sat in our living room, with the
shades pulled and a couple of soft lights on, trying to duplicate the atmosphere of our first
session. Indeed though, we were half afraid to begin, for fear that nothing would happen. We
touched our fingers to the pointer.(“Are you there, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Do you have a message
for us?”)Question.(“Where did you spend most of your life, Frank Watts?”)Elmira.(“Where were
you born, in what house?”)State St.(“State Street in Elmira?”)No.(“Where then?”)City.(“What
city?”)Long time ago.(“Well, in what state, then?”)State of sorrow.(“Again, do you have a
message for us?”)Study and learn.(“What do you want us to study and learn?”)Truths.(“Is there
such a thing as reincarnation?”)A life.(“Continue.”)Several.(“Have you had other lives here on
earth, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“How many?”)3.(“Three, correct?”)Yes.(“When did you live on earth for
the first time?”)6 Century.(“What were you?”)(Soldu no) Soldier.(“Who were you a soldier
for?”)Rsoset.(“In what country?”)Turks.(“Did you die in battle?”)No.(“Did you know either Jane or
me in a previous life?”)Yes yes.(“Which one of us?”)Both.(“Did you know me, Rob, in a previous



incarnation?”)3 centuries ago.(“Where did you know me?”)Country far away, ocean.(“In what
country across the ocean?”)Denmark.(“Frank Watts, do you recall all of your previous lives,
where you are now?”)Yes.(“Do you know when you will return to earth the next time?”)No.(“Did
you know Jane previously?”)Yes.(“When?”)3 centuries ago.(Gratis)Denmark.(“Did Jane and I
know each other three centuries ago in Denmark?”)Yes.(“What was our relationship?”)Father
and son.(“Which one of us was the father?”)U.(“What was your relationship to us, Frank
Watts?”)Friend close.(“What was your occupation?”)Merchent.(“What kind of merchant?”)Exotic.
(“Continue.”(Sps No) Spices.(“What was my occupation?”)Landowner.(“What kind of land did I
own?”)Farms.(“Where was one of my farms located, for instance?”)Eastern Roads.(See page 1,
for the transcript of Nov. 26, 1963, taken before this series began. The words Eastern and Roads
were received twice. Prelude to this series?(“Where is Eastern Roads?”)Denmark.(“Near what
city or town?”(Goe No) Gone now.(“What was the name of this city?”)Triev.(“Do you know what
happened to Triev, Frank Watts?”)No.(“Did you live in Triev?”)Yes.(“For how long?”)56 Years.
(“Were you born there?”)Yes.(“Did you die there?”)No.(“Where did you die?”)Sweden.(“In what
reincarnation of yours was that?”)2.(“Your second reincarnation; correct?”)Yes.(“In what city in
Sweden did you die?”)Stockholm.(“And in what year?”)1655 Uncertn.(Gratis)Fire.(“Where were
you born the third time, Frank Watts?”)War.(We did not pursue this at the time.(“Why did you
move to Sweden from Denmark?”)Money.(“How was money involved?”)Ships.(“Did you own
ships?”)No.(“Then how were ships involved?”)Cargo spice.(“What was my present wife Jane in
Denmark, what sex and relationship?”)Son.(“What did my son grow up to be?”)Painter.(“Do you
mean an artist?”)Yes.(“Could you give me the name of my son, the artist?”)Van Dyck Younger.
(“Do we know this man’s works today?”)Yes truthes.(“How long did Van Dyck live?”)80 Years.
(“Did this man have any brothers or sisters?”)No.(“When do you want us to contact you again,
Frank Watts?”)9 Night Fri.(“Good-bye, then.”)Yes.SESSION 3DECEMBER 6, 1963 9 PM FRIDAY
AS INSTRUCTED(We conducted this session in the same way as the first two; that is, in quiet
surroundings, with the shades pulled and two soft lights on. Jane thought that in the previous
session she had quite often received the answer to my questions mentally, before the board had
a chance to spell them out. She wanted to verify this, if possible. And of course we still wondered
whether we would receive anything at all.(“Are you there, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Where are you
now?”)Space.(“Is it space as we know space here on earth?”)No.(“Does your space contain
time as we know it?”)No.(Spelled out.(“Frank Watts, where do souls go after they leave this
life?”)Space.(“How many times have you lived on earth?”)3.(“And the same number of times for
Jane and me?”)Yes.(“Were the three of us acquainted in previous existences?”)Yes.(“Can you
tell us how many incarnations we will go through on this planet?”)No.(“Can you give a life
reading for me?”)3 lives.(“Is there more?”)Male 2 Female 1.(“In which life was I a female?”)1.
(“What was my female name?”)Mother.(“What was my last name?”)Rest.(Gratis)4 Children.
(“What was the name of my oldest child, Frank Watts?”)Peter.(“The next oldest?”)Reba.(“And
the next?”)Wirth.(“And the last child?”)Esther.(“In what century did I live?”)B C 4 Century.(“What
was the name of my husband?”)Stephen.(“Can you tell me how my husband made his



living?”)No.(“Did you know me in that life, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(Gratis)Relative.(By this time, Jane
was usually getting the answers to the questions mentally, before the board had time to spell
them out. She did not trust this method, however, and insisted that we continue to receive the
answers also through the board.(“What kind of a relative were you?”)Sister.(“What was your
name?”)Mary.(“In what country did we live?”)Mesopania.(“Near what city or town?”)Near city of
Sepia.(Gratis. As we wondered whether Sepia still existed.)Place is there.(“Did we know my wife
Jane then, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(This answer was both indicated on board and spelled out.(“What
was the relationship?”)Brother of mine.(“What was our brother’s name?”)Seth.(“Did we have any
other brothers?”)2.(“Give us the name of another brother.”)Tennar.(“And the other
brother?”)Quenton.(“What was our family’s last name?”)Son of Robin.(“At what age did I die in
that incarnation?”)35.(“What was the cause of my death?”)Pheumonia.(“At what age did Seth
die?”)53.(“What was the cause of Seth’s death?”)Attack.(“How?”)Animals.(“What kind of
animals?”)Wolves 5.(“Frank Watts, what weakness must I watch out for in this incarnation?”)Too
much isolation.(“And the same question, applied to Jane.”)Too much aggression.(“Why do I have
that particular problem in this incarnation?”)Aloofness leads in your case to unsymathic attitudes.
(“Why?”)1st life overly worldly.(Gratis)Overly compensate now.(“Is that why I am an artist
now?”)Not wholely reason.(“What is the rest of the reason?”)Ascending knowledge.(“Will I be
successful in this quest for ascending knowledge?”)Yes.(Gratis)Humility only steps of
knowledge. Not 1 big step.(“Am I trying hard enough, or in the right way?”)Hard, yes.
(Gratis)Some isolation neseary and good, particularly for (no) u. Then expand.(“Expand in what
way?”)Consicounious.(“Will my relations with others improve?”)Yes.(“Will my art say anything, or
help anybody?”)Yes.(“In what way?”)Images of imortality, glimpses of other dimensions.(“Jane
wants to know, Frank Watts, how or why she is receiving your messages before you spell them
out on the board.”)Medium.(Gratis)Poet.(“Why does Jane have too much aggression?”)Timidity
has roots of rage.(“Why these roots of rage in my wife?”)Previous hates unresolved.(Gratis)Must
conquer now.(“Can Jane do this through her poetry?”)Partly. Spirit must open, expand.(“Can
Jane consciously get rid of that hate and open her spirit on this plane?”)Free will this plane for
that type adjustment.(“What previous hates of Jane’s are unresolved?”)No information direct
permitted.(“Frank Watts, do you have authority over you now?”)Yes, mind.(“Can you tell us more
about this mind?”)Whole, no compartments. Each life a compartment.(“More?”)No separate
compartments where I am.(“Do you travel in our space; among our planets, for
instance?”)Different planets different.(“Can you see everything where you are now?”)Most, not
all. If I saw all I wouldn’t be interested in communication.(“Could you travel to the next galaxy if
you chose to?”)2 change form each sphere.(“What is your form while you communicate with
us?”)Thought waves, time currents.(“If we were there with you in the same state as you, could
we see you?”)Yes, you would have to. Only same see same as a rule.(“Do you have a sense of
light and dark where you are?”)Question meaningless. Everything different, comparencess
impossible.(“Frank Watts, what would be your favorite topic or subject of communication with
us?”)Psychic truths, dimensions of knowledge.(“All right, we’re ready for lesson number one, or a



message.”)Love, even the transitory, which is image of permanent.(“Is there more to that, or are
we ready for the next lesson now?”)Nothing is that simple.(“Does a person know immediately
when he dies?”)Not always.(“Why not?”)Time to get bearings. Conciosness continues.
Confusing.(“How long does it take for a person to realize his death, usually?”)Gradual
realization, by stages of withdrawal and arrival.(“How does a person know he is dead at first? Is
he left alone to find his own way, greeted by others, or what?”)Greeted by acquaintances from
other lives.(“Why haven’t our serious creative writers dealt more fully with this fact of
communication between the two planes, if you can so easily communicate with us now?”)Many
know. Confusions hamper realization.(“Are Jane and I in a state of health now,
physically?”)Bodes good.(“What can you say about our mental health?”)Subject to adjustments.
Flexibility vital, but also purpose unchanged.(“What’s the main world event of the next
decade?”)China wall collapses.(“Just what do you mean?”)Hordes rush out.(“Do you mean the
United States will go to war with China?”)Not war necessarily.(“Will there be an internal upheaval
in China?”)Yes. Not possible to access.(“Can you give us more on this?”)All this sketchy and
difficult. Jane’s subconscious is help.(“How is Jane’s subconscious a help?”)Corridor with many
doors.(“Frank Watts, am I receiving any of your messages, or is Jane getting them all?”)Both.
(“When do you want us to contact you again?”)9 night Sunday. Good-bye.SESSION
4DECEMBER 8, 1963 9 PM SUNDAY AS INSTRUCTED(Again, Jane and I sat at the Ouija
board at the appointed hour. And again we wondered whether we would receive anything. We
touched our hands to the pointer.(“Are you there, Frank Watts?”)Yes.(“Do you have a message
for us?”)Consciousness is like a flower with many petals.(“Is there more, or can we ask you
some questions?”)Questions are in order.(“Are animals entities?”)Personalities.(“Are people
reborn as animals?”)No.(Gratis)Pattern is interwoven.(“Can you clarify that?”)Detached
personalities.(Gratis)Sometimes seek expression in various forms.(“Can you tell us anything
about racial memory?”)The corridor is many-levelled.(Gratis)Windows (T No) view on the inside.
So is time many-levelled, yet all levels are one. No contridiction. Only from master level is true
perspective seen.(“Frank Watts, what do you think of the sum of your previous existences here
on earth?”)They are what I am, but I will be more.(Gratis)Pun: The whole is the sum of its hearts,
ha.(“What about our population explosion?”)Partial (s no) personalities keep returning. Split
entities. One whole entity may need several manifestations, even at simultaneous so-called
times.(“Will there be an end to this process on earth?”)What process?(“What I mean is, what
happens when physically there is no room left on earth for an increase in sheer numbers?”)It
won’t be.(“Why not?”)Finally it will be off limits.(Gratis)Spirits can go elsewhere. Violence only ur
plane. Problems worked out (tr no) thru action are bound to lead to violence.(After this message,
Jane clearly heard within the following, although the board did not spell it out:)Any action is
violence, after all.(“Frank Watts, is part of your psyche alive on earth now?”)Very small part. I
hardly miss it. I watch it but I leave it alone.(Gratis)It is a dog fragment.(“Where? Can you give us
the location of this dog?”)No.(“Can Jane’s poems be likened to experiences or conclusions on
her part of past events, lives, or dreams?”)Some are. Many memories, say of a room whose door



once opened is now closed. But the soul has peepholes. She cannot see but she sees. Once
she saw too well. She saw the future but she could only live in the past. Now she seeks release
from the present, but she must now work hard for what once came easily. Talents must be
polished, now or later.(“Why must talents be polished now or later?”)What is cannot stay or grow
less, but grow to fruition.(“Is all of this Jane’s subconscious talking?”)Subconscious is a corridor.
What difference does it make which door you travel through? Notwithstanding I can speak
through her if I so choose. Once she spoke through me. You can’t see the joke, of course. Ha.
(“When did you speak through Jane?”)Ago century, seance. She was medium reaching me for
you. I came through, too.(“Can you give us the location of that seance?”)No, later. You always
want to know it all at once.(“Frank Watts, can we refer back to you on any specific questions in
the future, for further elaboration?”)Yes. I prefer not to be called Frank Watts. That personality
was rather collarless.(“What would you prefer to be called?”)To God all names are his name.
(“But we still need some kind of name or title we can use in talking to you.”)You may call me
whatever you choose. I call myself Seth. It fits the me of me, the personality most clearly
approximating the whole self I am, or am trying to be. Joseph is your whole self more or less, the
image of the sum of your various personalities in the past and in the future.(“Can you tell us more
about this?”)You are Joseph, the Joseph you see in your mind, the blueprint. Wall or walls are
the divisions between your various personalities, and also represent the times of incarnations.
Sometimes you can see over the wall, sometimes it is 1 wall, and sometimes it is many. To the
(wl no) whole Joseph there is no wall, but unity. I will call you Joseph.(This message referred to
an experience Jane and I had consciously forgotten. Many months ago, Jane and a friend had
succeeded in putting me into a trance state. While in this state, I had repeated visions of a man,
an aged man in robes, standing before an ancient wall. At times I could see over the top of this
wall, made of vine-covered stones; at other times it was honeycombed and complex; and at
other times it was so tall that I could not see over it. The mental data were very vivid, and in full
color.(“Would it help to paint a picture of my recollection of Joseph and the wall?”)Excellent. The
image is always there.(Gratis. After Jane and I had been discussing whether to ask Seth about
people other than ourselves.)Jane’s mother old enemy. Disorganized forces disin 2 grating.
Fragments of strong entity, broken off. Downgrade this time.(“Seth, why does such a thing
happen to an entity?”)It will regain footing eventually. Consequences of free will.(“Free will
exercised during this present incarnation on the part of Jane’s mother?”)No.(Jane’s mother is a
bedridden arthritic, and has been since Jane was a very young girl.(Gratis)Results of a previous
life. Jane must avoid any act of cruelty toward her. Jane chose circumstances this life to test own
patience, to compensate earlier temper. I was Frank Watts to learn humility. Caution, pride can
destroy much. The stupid are not to be scorned because we must all learn humility.(The
following came after I had remarked half-jokingly that humility seemed to be Seth’s favorite
word.)Not favorite word at all, but I don’t dare forfet it. Insist on quality but don’t be so smug,
Joseph.(Gratis. After Jane and I had discussed taking a break.)Pause if you want. I have more
time than you, ha. 15 min.(Break at 11:40. Resume at 11:55 PM.(“All right, Seth.”)I am here.



(“What would you call Jane, as you call me Joseph?”)Ruburt.(“Would you clarify this a
bit?”)What’s to clear?(“It seems like a strange name to us. I don’t believe Jane likes it,
either.”)Strange to the strange.(Gratis. After I had remarked aloud that Ruburt sounded like a half-
and-half name, meaning male and female.)Sex has meaning in those terms only on your plane.
(“Well then, do we have the spelling correct on Ruburt?”)Yes.(Gratis. After Jane had complained
again about the name.)Male image confuses you.(“Seth, why do human beings eat
animals?”)On your plane the law is such. More on this on another date. A cycle setup within your
sphere, but not imposed upon it from without.(“What connection, if any, does the picture of the
man I painted in Florida, around 1954, have with Jane or myself?”)Joseph sees with his eyes.(“If
you choose, can you use any healing powers in regard to us?”)Yes.(“Would it be up to us to
ask?”)Always.(Gratis)Such a thing takes more attention on my part.(“Then can you tell me why I
had all that back trouble earlier this year?”) Vertebra 1 didn’t channel vital force through
organism. Restrained by fears pinching nerves. Expansion of spirit allows physical organism to
expand, releases pressures.(“When do you want us to contact you again?”)Mon 9 PM.(“Good
night, Seth.”)We meet again after much time, the three of us.(“What is Jane’s name
again?” [After Jane had done some more complaining about the name given her by Seth:
Ruburt.])Rubert.(“Now the spelling is different.”)Rupbert.(Gratis)Jane I’ll call you, if it will make
you happier.SESSION 5DECEMBER 9, 1963 9 PM MONDAY AS INSTRUCTED(We sat at the
Ouija board as usual.(“Are you there, Seth?”)Yes.(“Do you have a message for us?”)Good
evening.(“Can you tell us something about the significance of playgrounds for
Jane?”)Incarnation. She early became aware of it in playground.(Gratis)Significant to her.(“Does
it matter what religion one belongs to, or chooses?”)No, except that rigidity and closed minds
can be detrimental. Not dogma but feeling is important.(“Has earth ever known before a
civilization as complicated as ours?”)Yes, in another phase coexistant spacially but not
simultaneous timewise. Evolved into another phase naturally.(Gratis. After I had mentioned a
toothache; I’d had a filling put in that afternoon.)The tooth and nerves and roots are now at rest.
Sensation will now be normal. No poison.(“Seth, have you ever been on earth in two or more
incarnations at once?”)Entity usually 1 at a time. Fragments not on earth plane at same time as
entity. Fragments living and vulnerable to forces, same forces, to which all earthlife is.(“Are
insects fragments?”)Yes. Difficult to explain.(“Why were animals here on earth for so long before
man?”)Took that long for (s no) entities to build human images.(“Is this process continuing on
earth now?”)Yes. Entities coming and going.(“Do other stars have planets?”)Certainly.(“Could
you travel to the Milky Way if you chose to?”)If I choose. However I have other considerations. I
would be stepping out of line. Nothing but good sense prevents me.(“Could you voyage to
Arcturus, one of our closest stars?”)Anywhere is possible. Those places are different to you and
me. No division to me.(“How many planets does Arcturus have?”)5.(“How many of those planets
are inhabited?”)3 but all life is not your type life.(Gratis)Many inhabitable places would seem
uninhabitable to you. Your senses can only see your own kind of life.(“Has earth been visited by
alien life?”)Constantly. Not strange that this is so. Alien lives can’t see each other. Bunk into each



other and feel no scratch.(“What will happen when we begin making our journeys to other
planets and stars, looking for life?”)You may find some you can recognize. Your science may
discover ways of finding life that your senses alone cannot find.(“What can I do to earn some
money?”)Your problem. You (a no alde no) already know. Have confidence you will solve it. You
have made your living often enough before. Ha, Joseph.(“Would it be okay for me to work part-
time for Artistic, for instance?”)No big problem. More money relieves some of your anger at your
employers.(Gratis)Spirit (must no) might have difficulty in necessary flexibility.(“I was thinking of
pursuing my present course.”)Then do so. Strength, purpose, talent and inclination you have on
your side. They bring success.(“When will Jane’s book on idea construction be finished?”)2
years from beginning.(“Will she have any difficulty getting it published?”)Some.(“But it will be
published?”)Yes. No later than one year from finish.(“Can you tell us who will publish it?”)I have.
(“And it will be in three volumes?”)3.(Gratis)1 vol, 2 years. 3 in all.(“What do you think of the
content of the book?”)Excellent.(“According to Jane, the senses create the physical world. Is this
correct?”)Yes. Physical world is idea construction, as all worlds are.(“Why did Jane get this flash
of intuition about the book just when she did?”)Playground intuition and poem.(Jane knows
which poem. She calls it The Fence. She wrote it in May 1963. She began the book on idea
construction with an obvious burst of intuition on Sept. 9/63, after having a vivid dream about it
the night before. She made notes on the dream.(“Will this book be Jane’s major life work?”)This
is important book but only root. Will flower often. Will go into this further other time, much more.
(By now we were both very tired.(“When do you want us to contact you again,
Seth?”)Wednesday 9 good-bye.(Copy of the poem by Jane, referred to by Seth on page 27.May
1963The FenceThough this crisscrossed fleshmeshTastes like peach and feels like peach
fuzz,All utterly mergings of gold and green and red,Sunnily rendered, dizzy and delicious,Still,
touching it with eyes is like peering
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robert trainor, “No one has ever written anything like this--not even close. This is another
astonishing book from Jane Roberts. To me, it's rather alarming that Jane Roberts is not
considered the most remarkable person who's ever lived. How could one ask for anything more
than the extraordinary revelations that occur on page after page after page of her books? No
one has ever written anything like this--not even close. It's entirely, utterly unique.Years ago, I
read her second Seth book, The Nature of Personal Reality, 17 times. It's a 500 page book, so I
became well acquainted with Seth's ideas. I also read Seth Speaks 4 times and all the rest of the
Seth books at least twice, However, it was only recently that I discovered the Early Sessions,
and I have to say that Book 1 of the Seth Sessions is as good as anything that Jane Roberts has
ever done. It's so fascinating to see how the sessions began! And also, the subject matter of the
Early Sessions is not exactly the same as the Seth books. It's somewhat new territory, and as
usual, Seth leaves me in a state of wonder and a kind of intellectual ecstasy as he describes all
the wonderful possibilities that are available to each individual.Also, as I read this book, I
considered, for the first time, the following question: Is Seth real--that is, an independent being--
or is he a part of Jane Roberts's subconscious? Rather surprisingly, I never really considered
this question before--I guess it was because I didn't really care where Seth's words originated.
What difference does it make where such insights and revelations come from? But...if Seth is
real, this would be the first definitive proof that there is life after death. And if Seth isn't real? This
is the fallback position of all the naysayers who routinely assume that Seth has somehow been
manufactured by Jane Roberts. After all, if it could be proven that Seth is a real person who
resides outside this earthly reality, then the naysayers would vanish in a millionth of a second
and be reading the Seth books like they were the Holy Grail.But the naysayers, ever so sure of
their dubious logic, still have to answer one question: If Seth isn't real, where did Jane Roberts
ever come up with what's contained in the Seth books??? These books contain knowledge that
has never been discovered by any human being, and the idea that the profound insights in the
Seth books came from Jane Roberts's subconscious is truly ludicrous. So where did this
constant stream of revelations come from, if not from Seth?Among the many things I got out of
this book was the growing realization that Seth may be exactly who he says he is: An energy
personality essence no longer focused in physical reality.”

Abe Pralle, “An Amazing Must-Read!!. Until I started reading "The Early Sessions" I never
realized how much information was missing from "The Seth Material". In retrospect "The Seth
Material" is a massively abridged survey of the material that leaves out a tremendous amount of
good information. To put things in perspective: "The Early Sessions" is a nine-volume work
containing the first 510 sessions that "The Seth Material" was based on. Book 1 has 42
sessions and is 432 pages versus the 333 pages of "The Seth Material".With "The Seth
Material" being such a pioneering publication it's easy to understand a certain amount of



editorial discretion. However, I also believe that Jane omitted a lot of the material just because it
didn't sit well with her - specifically things like reincarnation and karmic bonds (to use
conventional phrasing). I had always wondered why Seth had so little to say on topics like that -
it turns out he said plenty! I'm so glad Rob arranged for the release of the unabridged material.If
you're new to Seth then just skip "The Seth Material" and start here for mind-blowing yet entirely
approachable and coherent look at the true nature of life, reality, and consciousness.”

eye707, “An excellent start for Jane Roberts' journey. I purchased this book of Jane Robert's
beginning contacts with Seth as a Kindle edition, having owned all of the volumes in this set in
paperback since they were first published. This book, as all volumes in the Seth saga, is so
enlightening that, once you begin reading, you can't put it down because the information
imparted by Seth is too monumental to ignore and can, in fact, help you to make informed
changes to create and understand your own reality. I would suggest getting acquainted with
Jane/Seth through "Seth Speaks" and then "The Nature of Personal Reality," two volumes that
have helped me to make incredible changes in my own life. I own all of Jane's books; I've been
reading and re-reading them for almost 40 years and continue to find new understandings and
develop new ways of perceiving my reality each time I do.  Begin your journey!”

Mrs. Sushil K Basudev, “An Inspiration. Jane has been a real inspiration in my life. Here I would
like to thank her and her husband and of course Seth for giving us so much knowledge that I
would never ever have imagined. Her books are a constant source of help and inspiration to me.
If I was ever stuck on an island Seth books would be all I want to have with me.We create our
own reality. If we could really all understand the implications of this message, we never need to
blame anyone and we never ever need to fight and have wars, but spend our time understanding
why we are here and resolving our issues.”

Jonny, “Must read. The seth material books have changed my life. The words resonate with you,
the books seem to find their way to you when you need them most. They offer hope a purpose a
new direction and a new way of thinking. They are a base for all other books on conciousness,
spirituality, religion, reality ect.”

Starwalker, “You'll probably want to read all the books in the series once you start -:) Fabulous
material.. Gripping, engaging, inspiring read. Anyone interested in reality and consciousness
would probably love this series. I'm working my way through the whole series, and have relished
every page. Just a beautiful offering to struggling humanity. A big thank you to Jane Roberts and
her devoted nd dedicated husband, who did the transcription, by hand, of all her sessions. An
absolute labour of love.”

MadCatCarter (Ebook Tops), “Great - gift - satisfaction. Bought as present last minutes for
christmas. Book was second hand, but couldn't really tell! Looked as new, and the notes within



were appreciated by the gift recipient!”

Dunkelmann, “Essential reading and of huge historical importance for Sethian metaphysics. Well
worth reading if you like Seth's material. This shows how quickly he started talking about key
metaphysical concepts.  Many of the ideas were covered in the first few months of the sessions.”

The book by Jane Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 169 people have provided feedback.
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